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The Korea Series:
*The perils of US Immigration through the lens of native-born Koreans*

Before attending UC Berkeley Graduate School of Journalism, I lived in Korea for four years. It is there I became aware of Korean adoptees who were deported back to Korea because of crimes they committed in the US. I was extremely disheartened that the US did not grant automatic citizenship to these adoptees and then sent them back to their motherland without any support. When I came to the J-school, I knew I wanted to tell these unjust stories to talk about the failure of U.S. immigration policies. I believe that journalism can and should uncover systematic policy failures like these. As a journalist, I want to make sure these voices are heard which is why I produced these three stories.
ABSTRACT:

The Guardian: Right before his 40th birthday, Adam Crapser got a knock on his door. It was ICE agents telling him he was facing deportation charges to Korea. Crapser grew up as a Korean adoptee in the U.S.—the only country he had ever called home. He had no idea he was not a citizen. Many adoptees and adoptive parents thought that citizenship was automatic through adoption, but it was not. This story explores the lack of regulation of U.S.-international adoption.

Jezebel: Under U.S. immigration statutes, undocumented women who are victims of a crime—especially domestic abuse—are eligible to stay in the States. But Nan-hui Jo, a Korean woman, did not know, nor did the authorities tell her. She was in a documented abusive relationship with an American man and had a daughter with him. She feared for her life and fled back to Korea with her baby. But when she came back to America, to educate her daughter, she was arrested for the kidnap of her own child and thrown into the wrath of the U.S. immigration system.

The Nation: D is a Korean adoptee who has been living in Korea for the past decade, but not by choice. He was deported because of criminal charges in the US. He grew up believing he was a US citizen, but he wasn’t. As a child, he was bounced around from group homes to foster homes. An estimated 16 percent of Korean adoptees are susceptible to deportation because they were not naturalized as US citizens when they were adopted. This story explores how an immigration loophole has affected not only D’s life, but also the lives of two other adoptees who live under the radar as non-citizens.
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As Oregon man faces deportation, he is part of the 16% of Korean-born adoptees never formally naturalised as US citizens and are no longer Korean citizens.

Alyssa Jeong Perry
Friday 3 April 2015 12.44 EDT

On 31 January 2015, there was a harsh knock on Adam Crapser’s apartment door in a sleepy suburb of Vancouver, Washington. Crapser, 39, was in his living room with his pregnant wife, two young daughters and a friend. He slowly opened the door. Standing there were two men with department of homeland security badges around their necks. Crapser began to panic.

The agents told him that he was facing deportation to Korea, his homeland, for immigration crimes.

Crapser was brought to the US in the late 1970s at four years old to be adopted. For the next 10 years, he was tossed around between two different adoptive families, his life filled with abandonment and extreme...
abuse. Unsurprisingly, his young adult years were spent in and out of the prison system. He beat the odds, however, and now has a stable, calm life. These days, Crapser spends his time with his daughters and the family dog, LG. His wife, Anne, who is pregnant with their third child, is finishing her electrical engineering degree. He desperately needs to find a way to stay in the only home he knows: America.

On 2 April, on his 40th birthday, Crapser appeared before a local immigration court to hear the charges against him read with family and supporters by his side. Crapser is in the crossfire of a longstanding immigration policy battle involving the largest international adoption partnership, which resulted in 111,000 Korean children being adopted to the US.

Crapser faces a unique set of challenges; he is part of the 16% of the Korean-born adoptees who were never formally naturalized. Post-September 11, homeland security became stricter with immigration, rendering these adoptees even more vulnerable to deportation. To make things worse, Crapser was told he is no longer a Korean citizen anymore, effectively rendering him stateless.

Up until 2001, children who came to the US through international adoption were not granted automatic citizenship. Instead, they entered the country on foreign-born adoption visas. At the time of Crapser’s first adoption in 1979, all adoptions were to be finalized in Korea, not the US, with adoption agencies sponsoring a child’s visa for six months. After the six-month period, it was the adoptive parents’ responsibility to formally naturalize the child. But neither the adoption agencies nor the government exercised due diligence, and some parents just never got around to it.

**Surviving years of abuse**

Crapser was left at a Korean orphanage south of Seoul by his biological mother. That was the first time he was abandoned, but not the last.
Crapser’s first American parents were a Michigan couple. It didn’t go well. “There were a lot of spankings. We would be sent down to the basement all day long, alone,” Crapser recounted. The family relocated to Portland, Oregon, in 1980, divorced shortly thereafter, and in 1985 relinquished Crapser to the Oregon Department of Human Services, where he bounced around from foster homes to a children’s center in Portland.

In 1987, Crapser was adopted by another family, the Crapsers, who lived in Keizer, Oregon. During the previous decade, the Crapsers had adopted and fostered eight special needs children, and had two biological children. The father, Tom, would be sexually abusive, and exert sadistic power over some of them. “He broke my nose at 14 because I couldn’t find his car keys,” Crapser remembers.

In late 1991, the local Oregon police arrested the Crapser couple on 34 counts of rape, sexual abuse and criminal mistreatment, which included extreme physical assault. After months of testimony and deliberation in 1992, the jury found the couple guilty of 12 charges. Crapser was 17 at the time.

Due to such severe abuse, it was no surprise that Crapser was diagnosed with reactive attachment disorder, as listed on his adoption paperwork. Nor was it a surprise that his emotional problems led to misbehavior. In 1994, Crapser committed his first serious crime: burglary of the first degree. He forcefully entered the Crapser’s home to retrieve clothes and a Korean-language Bible that he carried with him all the way from from his Korean orphanage. Thereafter followed a series of crimes that included theft, possession of a firearm and aggravated assault.

**No protection for adult adoptees**

A year after Crapser’s burglary, in 1995, a Senate staffer, McLane Layton, became aware of the US adoption citizenship process after adopting two international children of her own. Layton co-crafted a bill,
the child citizenship act (CCA), that allowed foreign-born adopted children to receive automatic citizenship.

In early 2001, the CCA was enacted but it only protected those who were 18 and younger on that date, and for future adoptees 18 and under. There was a gap in the policy that didn’t protect Crapser, who was 25 at the time, and thousands of others.

Despite his status, Crapser spent several years trying to turn his life around, attending cosmetology and auto mechanic school. In an effort to get a green card, Crapser says he appealed to his former adoptive father, Tom, to provide the correct paperwork needed. In 2012, once he got the right documentation, Crapser was finally on his way to obtain a green card, and legal status.

However, his application went through a standard background investigation by Homeland Security, and his past criminal convictions were flagged and made him susceptible to deportation.

That same year, an amendment to CCA was introduced in Congress. This change would have fixed the gap and provided retroactive citizenship for all adoptees, but it never passed. “The problem lies with adult adoptees committing crimes,” commented Layton. “It is the criminal acts that is holding up the fix. People can’t get passed it.” What could have saved Crapser and many other adult adoptees from deportation was overlooked in 2001, 2012, and now 2015.

Crapser spent the morning of his 40th birthday attending a preliminary hearing in Portland, Oregon. Local immigration judge, Michael H Bennett, presented Crapser’s amended charges while Crapser’s attorney, Lori Walls, requested additional time to review. His next hearing will be on 18 June, where Walls can present objections to the charges read.

Although Crapser’s fate still hangs in the air, his case has brought the policy gap back to the surface. Adoptee activists, like Kevin Vollmers, of Land of Gazillions Adoptees, have spent the past two months strategizing media plans and gaining political backing to propose a
stand-alone bill that would patch the age gap. “We’re pushing to fix an adoption law, not an immigration law,” says Vollmers. Experts on Capitol Hill, however, insist that the CCA falls under the jurisdiction of immigration – a more difficult topic for politicians to legislate on.

Meanwhile, Crapser says he hardly sleeps. He also suffers from high blood pressure, likely from stress. His wife will give birth to another girl in May and this July, they are slated to move out of their apartment into a four-bedroom house in Hillsboro, Oregon, where their eldest daughter will start kindergarten in the fall. “I know I made mistakes,” Crapser says. “But I have a family now, that I am accountable for.”

“He was under the watch of the state and they placed him in the Crapsers’ household,” adds Walls, Crapser’s attorney. “Now the country wants to wash their hands of him.”
The People Vs. Nan-Hui Jo: Domestic Violence Victim Becomes Criminal


Alyssa Jeong Perry
6/11/15 3:10pm
Filed to: REPORTS
In the late afternoon on Tuesday, April 28, 2015, a petite Korean mother of one walked into the lobby of the Yolo County Jail wearing army fatigue pants, with tears streaming down her face. Convicted by a jury in February, she’d been locked up in the Northern California holding facility for a total of nine months. In the state’s eyes, 43-year-old Nan-Hui Jo was a child abductor; Jo herself maintains that, when she left the United States in 2009, she was fulfilling her visa obligations and fleeing a long history of domestic abuse.

Before her return to the United States in July 2014—upon which she was immediately arrested at the Honolulu airport—Jo had been living freely with her daughter in Korea. She’d ignored the long succession of emails sent to her by her ex-boyfriend Jesse Charlton, an Iraq war veteran whom she alleges was physically and emotionally abusive. Their relationship derailed permanently during an incident in which, according to both of their court testimony, Charlton choked Jo, lifted her up by the throat, and slammed her against the wall.

Charlton’s attorney says there was only one violence incident in the relationship, and that Jo’s actions denied him a chance to watch his daughter grow up. Jo, in contrast, said in court that she left in 2009 with one-year-old Hwi—who she called Vitz Da, which means “light of everything” in Korean—simply because she had to: Her legal status was linked to a marriage that she fled in 2007 after what she alleges was a pattern of physical and emotional abuse. Her relationship was over with Charlton, she said; she didn’t trust him around their daughter anyway, and she planned to allow the two to see each other when she felt it was safe.

As Hwi approached elementary school age, Jo started thinking about getting her an American education. In 2014, Jo applied for a tourist visa to visit schools in Hawaii; the application was approved. What she didn’t know—or by other accounts, refused to acknowledge—was that Charlton had for years been helping to build a child abduction case against her. There was a protective custody
warrant out for Hwi in Sacramento, and once the US Embassy received Jo’s visa application, they tipped off the Yolo County police.

Arrested upon arrival in America, Jo was extradited straight to Yolo County. Charlton was given immediate sole custody of five-year-old Hwi, who spoke no English at the time, and has been parenting her ever since.

On April 28, Jo was sentenced to 175 days in jail and three years probation; she was subsequently released on time served. In the lobby of the Yolo County Jail, Jo’s lawyers and a dozen or so supporters welcomed her, arms open. The group of local activists who had taken up Jo’s cause were adorned in purple, a color symbolizing survival of domestic violence. They carried clothes for her to change into and a traditional Korean seaweed roll for her to nibble on. “Sad thing still. I couldn’t see my baby,” Jo murmured in English as she addressed the group. “My baby is strong. She will be okay.”

Jo only got 30 minutes’ reprieve before immediately being detained by the Immigrations and Customs Enforcement agents who hovered just outside the jail’s door. She was moved to an ICE detention center in Yuba City, and she and Hwi, mother and daughter, have still not seen one another since the arrest.

Nan-Hui Jo’s story looks different ways as the light changes. In the eyes of the state, she’s a child abductor, an undocumented immigrant facing deportation; in the eyes of her friends and supporters, she’s a domestic violence victim who lost her immigration status because of one abusive partner, who may lose her daughter because of another. Jo’s relationship to Charlton and the subsequent child abduction case has been described as a “cross-cultural love story gone wrong,” but her supporters took to Twitter to call it a horror story—a tale of a woman victimized by two men as well as the immigration and criminal justice systems.
Yolo County Assistant Chief Deputy District Attorney Steve Mount, who re-tried Jo’s child abduction case after it resulted in a hung jury the first time around in December 2014, told Jezebel that Jo “was not fleeing a household of continual abuse,” and that she would have ended up with custody of Hwi if she had gone through the proper channels.

“I’m inclined to be a little bit doubtful of that scenario,” said Hyejin Shim, a spokesperson for the Korean-American Coalition to End Domestic Violence. “She was still undocumented at the time. She was primarily Korean-speaking. I think those factors can count pretty heavily against you in a court of law.”

“It’s tough to know exactly what could have happened in 2009,” Jesse Charlton’s attorney Preston Morgan told Jezebel. “The one thing we know,” he said, “is that Nan-Hui Jo didn’t let that happen. So we’ll never know that.”

It’s true that Jo could have changed her visa status after she fled her marriage, that she had legal recourse to address Charlton’s behavior when she lived with him and Hwi. It’s true that she could have taken advantage of specialized provisions for domestic violence victims to stay in the country and settle her daughter’s custody case. If she had, she may have not ended up charged, jailed, found guilty, in the hands of ICE, cut off from the child she had never once before been apart from.

But, in order to take advantage of these special provisions, she would have had to trust the system to protect her—the same system that later jailed her and took her child away.
The prosecution of domestic violence, one of the most under-reported criminal offenses in America, relies heavily on victim testimony. For immigrant women, the strength required to confront and report an abuser is compounded by the fact that they may be reliant on their abusers for language assistance. Their abusers might also, as was the case with Jo’s husband, literally hold their immigration paperwork (which is complicated even for native speakers) in their hands.

When survivors finally either gain the courage to report the violence perpetrated against them or take matters under their own control—i.e. leaving, as Jo did—they often find themselves on the wrong side of the law. Both the criminal and immigration systems have a bad habit turning on victims; when these two systems intersect, this bad habit can get even worse.

For one: Claudia Valdez, an undocumented mother of three without any previous criminal history, was arrested in Denver in June 2012 after the local sheriff’s department mistakenly targeted her as the perpetrator of a domestic dispute. The department then turned her over to ICE, where she was separated from her children and began her deportation hearings.

Another undocumented woman, Isaura Garcia, endured severe violence from her boyfriend with documented history of 911 calls and visits to the ER. But in 2011, she called 911 and the police believed her boyfriend’s story over hers. She was then arrested and turned over to ICE.

Theoretically, the US immigration system carries many provisions to provide relief and protection to abused women. In practice, this relief is harder to come by.
The Violence Against Women Act (VAWA) visa self-petition was designed for survivors of domestic violence, battery, and extreme cruelty to be able to apply for legal status independent of their abuser. But, according to a former senior official at the Department of the Homeland Security, the option often remains inherently hidden. By nature of their situation, immigrant victims of domestic violence are often not informed of the VAWA and forms of protection—even though immigration officials are technically required to notify recipients of fiancee visas of their legal rights and resources, including domestic violence protections.

Jo’s case presented a clear opportunity for that point of contact, which, according to her immigration attorney and Jo’s court testimony, never occurred.

Her Department of Homeland Security file acknowledges the restraining order against her husband that was court-ordered in Connecticut. The file bears a handwritten note from an immigration official, dated February 28, 2008. In it, the official acknowledges the protection order filed against “the Petitioner of I-129F” for the spouse.

In other words, immigration officials knew Jo had at least temporarily been in danger from her husband, who had a criminal record—but rather than granting her administrative clemency or even notification that she was eligible for VAWA’s provisions, the acknowledgment that Jo had been in danger from her husband was the thing that put her in danger from the state.

“As such, the validity of the marriage is in question,” the note concludes. Because of these concerns, ICE officials approached Jo’s husband in 2009, who said that he no longer wished to sponsor the visa.
Jo would have also been able to avail herself of U Nonimmigrant Status (U-Visa), a visa for crime survivors who have suffered mental or physical abuse, and who have been helpful to law enforcement in the investigation or prosecution of the crime. Jo would have been eligible for this after the court ordered the TRO on her husband. She was never notified of this option either.

Currently, ICE detention centers all over the U.S. are filled with immigrant women living in deplorable conditions, separated from their children, just like Jo from her daughter Hwi. Many of these women wind up in there after seeking refuge from the local authorities, who in some cases—if the woman was physically defending herself, for example—will arrest all parties involved. These women then fall into the grips of the Priority Enforcement Program, formerly the Secure Communities Act: a program that dictates that, if an immigrant has been fingerprinted by local authorities, he or she is legally susceptible to receive an ICE “detainer” (a 48-hour hold in a local facility that often stretches much longer), a potential first step on the path to being deported.

Nina Rabin, an immigration attorney who focuses on women in detention, says that women in ICE custody rarely know their rights—that domestic abuse survivors are usually not told about VAWA until they are already in the detention center. There are a few NGOs that hold Know Your Rights clinics in the centers when the women are already being processed for deportation. But by then, it is too late.

Nan-Hui Jo came to the US in 2002, on a student visa, to study film at University of Southern California in Los Angeles. Shortly after arriving, she met the man
who would become her husband. Jo returned to Korea, applied for a fiancé visa, and came back to the United States.

Now married, the two moved to a small town in Connecticut, where things soured quickly. Jo claimed in court that the man, whose name hasn’t been made public, was physically violent as well as psychologically abusive toward her: he stole her car keys and passport in order to control her movements, and sometimes called her coworkers up to 100 times a day to check on her whereabouts. Additionally, according to Jo’s immigration lawyer, her husband processed her green card application (which was dependent on their marriage) by himself; he didn’t call in the aid of a lawyer, or work with his wife to complete the paperwork, as is often customary.

In July 2007, after an unspecified incident, a temporary restraining order was filed against Jo’s husband to protect her. Later that year, still married, she fled her house and went back to California.

She enrolled in Sacramento Community College for the fall semester, and there, in a photography class, she met Charlton, a stocky man in his early twenties, a decade younger than her. Charlton had served two tours as a machine gunner in Mosul; he’d returned with severe PTSD and traumatic brain injury. He was on 70 percent disability, and has testified that he suffers memory loss and flashbacks. (Charlton’s attorney declined to make him available to Jezebel for an interview; his recollections are drawn from court documents and testimony.)

Jo’s English was spotty, Charlton said, but they shared interests: traveling, taking pictures. Soon, Jo—who introduced herself to Charlton as “Vitz,” a nickname that means “light” in Korean—found herself in another rocky relationship.
Charlton, unemployed at the time, moved into Jo’s trailer with just “a backpack, a camera and some clothes.” The two argued frequently: Jo didn’t like Charlton’s drinking and relationship to pornography, Charlton didn’t like Jo’s expectations. In his testimony, he stated, “I always lived my life really cavalier, and I didn’t take anything serious, but Vitz wanted me to be serious and around.”

The differences between them became clearer in 2008 when Jo found out she was pregnant. It was a surprise to both of them: Jo had lost a baby close to term a decade and a half prior, and according to her, doctors had told her she couldn’t conceive again.

In court, Jo described her pregnancy as a miracle—and says that Charlton was furious. “He wrote [a letter] saying that this baby would be a curse to us, all of us, and I had to solve this issue all by myself. So I was very afraid,” she stated. He demanded she get an abortion, she adds, which he denied in his testimony—although he admitted that he bought her a one-way plane ticket back to Korea, which she took.

After a month in Korea, Jo returned to California at the end of July 2008. She had the baby by herself in early September, listing no father on baby Hwi’s birth certificate. She moved into a friend’s house, where she shared a room with her newborn daughter, and didn’t speak to Charlton at all.

During Jo’s trial, prosecutor Steve Mount pointed out that she—long since parted from the marriage that her legal status depended on—did not change her visa back to a student visa when she left Korea and re-entered the States. “Did you tell [the embassy] that you left your husband and now you were back to being a student?” he asked.

“No, I did not,” Jo said.
As such, her legal status remained dependent on a marriage she had fled—and a man who, according to Jo’s immigration attorney Zachary Nightingale, never filed her citizenship papers. The fact that she had returned to America on her rapidly expiring fiancee visa started the chain of events that would lead, more than six years later, to federal agents meeting her at the airport in Honolulu with handcuffs.

“Isn’t it true that the reason you didn’t ever apply for a divorce was because you would lose your status to be in this country if you did?” Mount asked Jo in court.

“No,” Jo replied.

Later in her testimony, she explained: “I heard that to file a divorce you need a lot of money.”

As Jo’s status grew more precarious, her attention turned to the future that awaited her daughter. In October 2008, a month after Hwi was born, Jo applied for aid from the local Department of Child Support Services. In court, she said that her roommate and an interpreter had helped her do this; she claimed that she did not recognize the handwriting on the papers, just the signature.

Shortly afterward, the department served Charlton with child support papers. At this point, the two still weren’t speaking, and Charlton demanded a paternity test just “to be mean”; Hwi, as they both knew, was his. In his testimony, he talked about coming to think of child support as having some silver lining. It was a “one-way connection with my kid,” he said.
In early 2009, Jo and Charlton ran into each other at school, and tentatively began speaking again. Jo started allowing Charlton to come over and see the baby, and before too long, they rekindled their relationship. Jo’s roommate moved out and Charlton moved in. He and Jo became an unsteady “family unit,” as he described it, although their relationship stayed tumultuous. Charlton was still drinking more than Jo liked; she now suspected him of cheating, she still hated the fact that he watched porn, and Charlton was dealing with his PTSD.

“90 percent of the fights [between Jo and I], it would end up in me just leaving because I don’t like confrontation,” he stated in court. “I really don’t like it. It freaks me out from Iraq. I just get mad, so I just leave.”

In July 2009, Jo received notice that her green card application was denied. She understood the message of the letter: that she was now illegally in America, and that she would need to leave the country right away. But the notice was complicated, particularly to someone with Jo’s English skills. She didn’t understand that she had the right to get an immigration attorney, or that ICE would have to start a removal case against her to force her to leave. All she knew was that she needed to get out, or find a way to stay.

Consequently, the tension in their relationship escalated. Jo gave Charlton a ring for his birthday; Charlton thought she was proposing marriage. Jo stated in her testimony that this was just a birthday gift. (In Korea, couple rings are a common tradition—even teenagers exchange them.) It seems, anyway, that Jo understood that her marital status was at the center of her immigration problems. She couldn’t marry Charlton without getting divorced, and Charlton didn’t want to marry her. He also refused to help fill out her divorce paperwork, knowing, as he said in court, that it “was a big hurdle to her getting immigration.” In a later email to Jo, he wrote, “You always talked down on me, and I knew I wasn’t ever
going to make you happy. This is why I didn’t do your divorce paperwork or put that ring on.”

The couple kept trying to sustain their relationship regardless of Jo’s legal difficulties. In September 2009, Jo and Charlton made plans to give the baby a first birthday party. The day before the baby’s birthday, the two got into a fight in the grocery store parking lot. “I went to the Korean market to prepare for the birthday, but Jesse didn’t want to. He want to skateboard,” Jo said in her testimony. Charlton slammed his hand against the steering wheel so hard he broke it, and left the car. Jo didn’t hear from him until 2 a.m., she said, when Charlton called from the Sacramento jail, asking for a ride home.

They held the party the next day as planned. Charlton described it as happy: “friends, family, great Korean food and birthday cake and presents.”

These, however, were the last two months of Jo and Charlton’s relationship. During her trial, Jo was asked by public defender Dean Johansson if, “specifically in the area of September, October [2009],” she was frightened of her partner. She answered yes.

“Did you ever yourself experience any violence from Mr. Charlton?” Johansson asked.

“Yes, on several different occasions,” she said, through her translator. “He was diagnosed to having brain damage. His personal characteristic completely changes, and you can see it from his eyes.”

The events that led to Jo and Charlton’s breakup took place on October 18, when Jo noticed that her one-year-old had, according to her court testimony, put a necklace in her vagina. Her “mother’s intuition” kicked in, she said. She checked
her laptop’s history; Charlton had been watching porn while taking care of the baby.

In court, Charlton said that he “didn’t see anything like that ever,” when asked whether their baby had exhibited any strange or sexual behaviors. “But she thought that [the baby was acting strange], yeah,” he said, adding that “Mrs. Jo hates porn.”

After Jo checked her laptop history, she panicked and confronted him. During this argument, Charlton grabbed Jo by the neck and threw her against the wall. “I yelled her name with my kid in my left hand,” Charlton testified, “and I grabbed her by the throat by the right hand, and I threw her up against the wall. And she’s a lot smaller than me, and we were face-to-face, and I yelled into her face that everything is bad, something like that.”

Jo called the police, who once again told Charlton to blow off steam. In court, he described the officer asking “me to leave and give her space between us. I remember the police officer told me that he was married, he got in arguments with his wife, and I just needed to leave and chill out.”

The couple split up after the argument. They had another fight on October 30, when Charlton returned to the house. She called 911, running from Charlton; the police again left without arresting either party.

After this incident, Jo decided to get out of Sacramento and prepare for her return to Korea. “I lost my status. I didn’t have a working permit. I didn’t have a driver’s license, and Jesse didn’t care,” she said in court, adding, “I couldn’t survive here.” She stated later that “Jesse continued to be way violent, and that was not good for my baby’s safety.” She went to stay with friends in Southern California and applied for a passport for her daughter. She flew to Korea with Hwi at the beginning of November—but not before Charlton filed for custody.
Out of the country, Jo missed the family court dates: first in November, then in December, and then again in January of 2010. She was notified that she could appear in court remotely, via telephone; she asked for an interpreter, but then did not follow up with the interpreter or call in for her dates. Finally, with no word from Jo, Charlton filed child abduction charges.

Jo stayed in Korea, withdrawing child support from her bank account. (She applied for continuing aid from Korea, a fact that Steve Mount suggested in court may imply a facility with procedural paperwork inconsistent with the idea that Jo could not cope with her immigration or custody obligations.)

She ignored all contact from the States. With Hwi, she lived a relatively peaceful life on Jeju-do, a tranquil island at the southern tip of Korea. She worked several jobs, including restoring houses and writing children’s books.

For years, Charlton sent her regular emails, which he also submitted to the Yolo County Child Abduction Unit. In his testimony for the child abduction case, he read some of these emails out loud, their tone veering wildly from tender to furious. In one, he wrote:

My feelings about you are not easily defined or labeled. But as for my feeling for Da, I can only say that I’ve loved her unconditionally since day one... I believe our relationship between us would not only be healthy for me, but for her also. If you do deceive her from my presence, she will likely figure it out as I will constantly seek her out till I die.

He added, apparently referring to Jo leaving the country:

Can I forgive myself for pushing you to this? yes, but it takes a lot of painful introspection. I know I was ignorant of my consequences to a point where I
avoided the truth and hoped that you would just stay with me unwed and illegal. Quite a selfish wish I admit.

The emails evince a sincere desire to see his daughter. In one, he fills Jo in on his day, using the affectionate nickname the couple had used for mother and baby alike: “Hey Mama Vitz, photograph [sic] and edited all day today, plus homework. It was good stuff, and wish i could just share it with you and Baby Vitz. Hope you had a good day as with Da Vitz. Guess she isn’t a baby anymore, just in my head, because I haven’t seen how she’s growing up.” He wrote wistfully that he’d gotten to spend time with a three-year-old child that day, which only increased his longing for his own daughter: “It was amazing and incredibly painful afterwards, but I was happy to be able to see a kid smile. I love you, Da Vitz.”

He obliquely references the child abduction case at least once:

You’ll probably be contacted by the federal government soon. Sorry, but the local cops got them involved, and they tracked you to Korea, but they don’t know shit about you. They say you’re really crazy. They say they can’t see any pattern to your trail. Cops are so dumb sometimes, but their work ethic usually pays off. If you really are in Korea, there’s nothing anybody can do to you.

And, in a few other emails, the volatility that Jo testified about in court becomes visible. In the message referencing Kelly, the bounty hunter, all affection is gone. “I have had to cut off Kelly. Just found out he used to abuse his wife, and now she’s left him. I mean really abuse the s-h-i-t out of her. He rolled her up in a mattress and raped her.”

If you do not respond to this letter, or the next few ones, I will write. I will come looking for you on Da Vitz’s second birthday. I’m not talking about flying to Korea with a picture of you two and nothing else. I’m talking about spending
thousands of dollars on a scary bounty hunter that I’m not at all friends with, but have known for six years and tried to avoid.

In court, Jo testified that she only replied to one of these emails: to say, after Charlton announced his plans to come look for her in Korea, that she was living in New Zealand. (She was not.) Steve Mount summarized the email in court: “the view and the ocean and how beautiful it was, as if you were there and you weren’t.”

Charlton came to Korea, and never made contact with Jo on the trip. “For me, Korea is awesome,” he wrote in an email. “People here treat me very nice whether they like it or not. The Korea girls here really like me, but are very stupid, I think.”

During this period, Jo was also receiving communication from the Yolo County Child Abduction Unit. In court, Jo admitted that she lied in response to Angela Smith, an enforcement officer in the Child Abduction Unit, saying that she was still in the States. Jo claimed that this communication came shortly after Charlton’s email about the bounty hunter. “I thought that Angela Smith was from bounty hunter,” she said. “Would not anybody be afraid of such a threat?”

Answering Mount’s questions in court about why she didn’t respond to Charlton’s emails, Jo said, “I had responsibility for my baby. I mean, what else could I have done? What effort should I have put into [answering him]?” Jo said that she intended Hwi to meet her father “when Jesse is not dangerous to the child at the time.” She insisted that she didn’t understand that Hwi was considered abducted—that her actions could have been seen as a serious crime.
Jo was tried on child abduction charges for the first time in December of 2014; the trial ended in a hung jury. Steve Mount immediately stated his intention to retry Jo, saying, “Our Child Abduction Unit does its very best to help parents get into court. We only file charges in egregious cases where we have made contact and the defendants don’t do the right thing.”

Speaking to Jezebel, Mount acknowledged the activist communities who protested his decision, but suggested that the clear-cut motive they’ve attributed to Jo’s actions—that she was attempting to escape an abusive relationship—is inaccurate.

“Yes, there was a domestic violence incident,” said Mount, “and [Charlton’s] reaction was completely inappropriate, and he probably could’ve been charged at that time, but neither of them told the cops that that had happened.”

When asked by Jezebel if Charlton would refute the claims that he was abusive, Charlton’s attorney Preston Morgan said, “It depends on how you use the term abusive. There may be abuse in a relationship. There may have been circumstances surrounding it that may not be indicative of an abusive relationship. That’s not to undermine any physicality, and how it’s inappropriate in any circumstance, but it does happen.”

Steve Mount pointed out that Charlton had moved out of Jo’s house by the time she was preparing to go back to Korea, and that he was only trying to secure visitation and contact rights. He added that Jo spent some time in Southern California before going back to Korea, and that she did so freely, even staying with Charlton’s relatives for a short time. “She was not fleeing a household of continual abuse,” Mount said.
Mount expressed sympathy for the distrust Jo might have had of law enforcement, or of the United States legal system. He noted that domestic violence is particularly underreported in the Asian-American community.

Jo “was running out of options,” he said. “I think she was afraid of going to family law court, which is really sad, because she would’ve gotten custody. She would’ve been able to take her child to Korea. The court would’ve probably said that she had to let the dad come visit when he can afford to, and give him phone access. But she was clearly going to get custody; she was clearly the more competent parent.” At the criminal hearing, Mount called her a “tiger mom,” too competent to be a victim.

Is it possible to be too competent for victimhood? Would Jo qualify, if it were? Competence, interestingly enough, may be required to prove your victimhood in the first place. There’s a section in the California penal code for parental child abduction that makes a custody exception for parents fleeing domestic violence—parents who believe that either they or their children are in imminent danger of physical, psychological or emotional abuse. This exception, however, requires initiating custody proceedings in court.

Jo stated in testimony that she was afraid that if she went to court, she would not—contrary to the opinion of the office that tried her twice for child abduction—be seen as a good parent. “I did not have legal status to stay,” she says, “and what scared me most was to lose my baby and deported.” This, of course, is the likely fate that awaits her now.
At Jo’s sentencing, Charlton approached the podium in a wrinkled brown shirt. He read a prepared statement where he asked for the maximum sentence of three years. He stared at Jo as she sat shackled in her mint checkered Yolo County jail jumpsuit; the two of them locked eyes briefly. As he read about how the absence of Hwi affected him, he pounded his fists on the podium and muttered “fuck” audibly. Unable to control his emotions, he ran out of the courtroom, the door slamming behind him.

“He became emotional reading it,” says Preston Morgan. “I think at a time like that, you realize we’re coming to the end of one chapter of this, and there’s a tendency to view everything that’s occurred, from 2008 forward. He did get a little emotional.”

The judge didn’t sentence Jo to additional jail time. He ordered her released with time served. In the jail lobby, tears streaming down her face, she talked to her supporters and mentioned a letter she received from her daughter—the first and only contact since her arrest, facilitated through her lawyer. “It was short, just like “Mom I love you, I know you love me.” She told a Korean reporter, “I’m scared.”

At the front door of the lobby stood two male ICE agents, waiting. They had an order to take her into custody, but no jurisdiction inside the county jail.

Jo waved at them and pleaded nervously. “Please don’t take me now,” she said. But finally, she was led away, small in comparison to the ICE agents, who seemed twice her size. They led to Jo the jail parking lot and pushed her into an unmarked white van, while her supporters followed behind.

It is uncertain what will happen to Jo now that she’s being held in ICE custody, with immigration, criminal and custody cases all pending. If she’s deported, she
will lose the opportunity to represent herself in family court, and she will not be able to return to the United States to see her daughter.

In the meantime, Jo’s immigration attorneys are requesting Jo to be released on bail, while they begin to work on temporary visa options for her, and her criminal attorney has just filed an appeal to her criminal child abduction case to the California Supreme Court. The family courts have granted Jo telephone contact with Hwi, pending approval from a mental health professional. A close friend to Jo told Jezebel, “They [Jo and Hwi] never been separated since the baby was born—until last year.” She added, “I want immigration to allow Nan-Hui to stay in the US so she can raise the baby.”

The case still sustains wildly different interpretations. Jo’s supporters describe this as an outrage: an immigrant mother and domestic violence victim arrested and jailed as a child abductor and separated from her daughter—all for following the law when her visa expired. Charlton’s attorney told Jezebel that it was “an extreme act on the part of the mother, to leave and not maintain any contact for five years.” He added, “It’s hard when you look and say this is an extreme case. Really at the end of the day it’s a misdemeanor with 175 days in jail.”

Jo is currently looking forward to speaking with her daughter on the phone. In court, still reeling, she said, “To be completely frank with you, I learned about the word abduction when I was arrested.”

Alyssa Jeong Perry is a journalist who has been published in The Guardian, Eloquence Magazine, and other publications. She is currently at UC Berkeley Graduate School of Journalism under the mentorship of the Investigative Reporting Program.

Additional reporting was contributed by Anna Merlan and Jia Tolentino.
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Neon storefront lights flashed across the sidewalks, mixing with the Korean pop music that billowed out from the local shops. Yellow taxis whizzed by the herds of people on the streets of Itaewon, a central Seoul, South Korea neighborhood that is popular with foreigners. An ajashi, or old man, pushed a wheelbarrow of recycled trash down a quiet side street where an underground restaurant bar was located. Inside that dingy basement was a tatted, unusually bulky and muscular Korean man, D, rushing to prep dinner service.

He hollered in English to his line cook, “Look it’s nothing but cilantro. It’s not even like pico de gallo. It’s like cilantro de gallo.” Then he rushed over to stir corn maize for Mexican tamales, a recipe he learned from his abuelita, Mexican grandmother.

Fusion cuisine may be trendy these days, but D’s path to cooking Mexican and speaking English in Korea wasn’t the result of culinary passion. He was born in Korea and orphaned at a young age. In 1979, when D was five years old, an American woman named Cheryl Markson, who ran the now-defunct Friends of Children of Various Nations adoption agency, found him. She brought him to the United States to be placed for adoption.

But by the time he was a teenager, Markson had moved D around several different homes—family, foster, and group. His only fond memory from childhood was the time he lived at a foster home in East Los Angeles, where he spent hours in the kitchen besides his abuelita, learning her Mexican recipes. As the family matriarch, D’s abuelita was the closest he’d ever had to a family member.

“My grandmother protected me and gave me a home,” he told me when we met in his tiny one-room Korean apartment that he shares with his Korean wife and creamsicle-colored cat.

But their cherished time together wasn’t enough to carry D through adulthood. At 17 years old, his life took a turn. He began to run with gangs and orchestrate drug deals. He looked up to his “Mexican uncles” (elder gang members) as father figures. D wasn’t surprised to find himself on the wrong side of the law more than a couple of times. But he was shocked to find that his crimes deemed him deportable—to Korea, a country he had no ties to—because he was not a US citizen.

Before 2001, the U.S. did not grant automatic citizenship to foreign-born adoptees. It was up to new American parents to naturalize their adopted children. If the parents didn’t, for reasons ranging from negligence to honest ignorance, the children suffered the consequences. D is only one of an estimated 15,000 Korean-born adoptees who grew up and lived in the U.S. without citizenship—leaving them susceptible to deportation at any time.
In 2002, US Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) dropped D at the same Korean airport he left when he was five years old. He was alone. He didn’t know the language. He had no family or friends.

Because of his disconnection to the peninsula, D experienced one of the darkest periods of his life. For almost a decade, he roamed around the country homeless. He sought solace in soju, Korean high-proof liquor. Acclimating to the culture, language, and even food was extremely difficult.

“My first year in Korea was really horrible,” he said. “I was pretty thugged out. I looked very gangster—big and muscular and tattoos.”

His tattoos, lack of language skills, and brusque manner didn’t sit well with reserved and demure Koreans. But slowly he began to clean himself up, got married to a Korean woman and found himself back in the kitchen doing what he loved most—cooking—though not in a country he calls home. His story is only one of many...blah blah...the consequences of a loophole that has affected

***

The Korean War between 1950-1953 devastated the peninsula—separating over 10 million families, creating a half million widows, and leaving tens of thousands orphaned children. Shortly after the conflict, Harry Holt, an American Christian missionary, and his wife, Bertha, felt compelled by God to save the “poor” orphans. This meant placing the abandoned children in U.S. homes by the planeloads—without any regulatory framework in place. By the 1960s, the Holts were pioneers of international adoption and established an archetype, Holt International, for adoption agencies.

During the same period, the southern part of the peninsula was poverty-stricken and experiencing rapid industrialization. Korean parents, already struggling to support their families, often put additional, unwanted children in orphanages. Holt as well as several new adoption agencies had conveniently set up birthing centers, baby homes, and orphanages all over the country to expedite the Western demand for “orphaned” Korean children. More often than not, adoption agencies falsified paperwork to make children look parentless, then rushed placements. By the end of the 1980s, 150,000 Korean children had left the tiny country while their birth parents stayed behind.

An overseas adoption from Korea to the U.S. could take as little as three months to process. With little time between leaving the country and being placed in an American home, there were many opportunities for error and corruption by all parties involved. Some children were rehomed if the parents didn’t think the child fit their family or there were cases of sexual and physical abuse. The adoption
agencies only had the legal responsibility to check the welfare of the child *twice* within the first six months in the new home.

This meant adopted children like D fell through the cracks. And 16% of these children’s adoptive parents failed to legally adopt or naturalize them as US citizens by simply filling out a few forms. All along, the children grew up in typical American fashion by eating mac n cheese, watching MTV, and going to high school proms, oblivious to their illegal status and its implications. But by the time they became adults, they were living in constant fear of being deported from the only country they know.

***

So far, D is one of only 15 Korean adoptees who have been forced to return to their native country. They are known as “deportees” by the Korean government, adoption agencies, and adoptee activists. But some NUMBER thousand adult adoptees living in the states can’t vote, work a normal job, or freely journey to their motherland like so many other, legal adoptees do.

Last August, I traveled to a sleepy suburb in Portland, Oregon to meet 32-year-old adoptee Justin Ki Hong. Like all of his fellow Korean adoptees, Hong was born on the peninsula during the height of the adoption boom. He came to the U.S. in 1985. Hong’s adoptive parents failed to naturalize him. And the adoption agency failed to protect him: His adoptive father sexually abused him for over 14 years (the father is now serving a 16-year sentence in state prison).

“We are essentially goods,” Hong said as he finished a drag of his cigarette. “They [adoption agencies] got paid their money and putting us with families and drop us in these places.”

Hong’s childhood trauma has reverberated into his adulthood; he suffers from bouts of crippling anxiety and depression. Although Hong doesn’t have a criminal record and is recognized as a permanent resident in the States, there are several restrictions that inhibit his daily life. Because he is not a U.S. citizen, he can’t get a passport, and therefore can’t visit Korea, something that he has yearned to do for years.

While adoptees like Hong cannot go back to South Korea, many others cannot hold a steady job and have to seek alternative employment to survive.

“You grow up in a white family in a white town,” said Jenna Johnson, a soft-spoken 41-year-old Korean adoptee. “As far as I was concerned, I was American.” In 1974, she was adopted by a firefighter father and a secretary mother in the middle of Minnesota. It seemed like an idyllic all-American family. But she wasn’t American.
After a tumultuous relationship with her despotic parents, Johnson ran off at 18 years old to the big city of Minneapolis. That’s when she found out she was not a U.S. citizen. “I figured it was all automatic and things would just take care of themselves,” Gary Larson, Johnson’s adoptive father, told me over the phone. He and his wife couldn’t recount a social worker from the adoption agency visiting during the first six months of her adoption. So the correct paperwork was never filed. Johnson was an illegal immigrant.

In 1996, when Johnson was 22 years old, she decided on a whim to move with a friend to the West Coast. She hoped for a fresh start and a new life. But her troubles soon followed her there.

After failing to find legitimate employment in California because of her precarious status and poor health, Johnson flipped through the San Francisco Yellow Pages under E—where she found the number of an escort company. She landed her first gig the next night after she inquired about a job. Without the proper attire, she had to rush out to buy high-heels and practiced—rather stumbled—wearing them well before her shift started.

While it took her eight years to leave the industry, the hazards of the job—such as repeated sexual assault and perpetual fear of johns--have haunted her ever since. Now, Johnson spends her days housesitting and pet sitting for money and to keep a roof over her head. If those gigs fall through, she can be found camping in local East Bay parks. She assured me that she has a sleeping bag and a yoga mat for warmth and comfort.

***

It wasn’t until 2001 that foreign-born adoptees received automatic citizenship, but the federal law applied only to children who were 18 and younger that year. So there is no solution for adult adoptees like D, Hong, and Johnson, all of whom live in citizenship limbo.

Attempts to close the loophole haven’t been successful. Im Eun Bin, deputy director of the Special Measures of Adoption for the Korean government’s Ministry Health and Welfare division, and I sat down last summer in the country’s government hub, Sejong City. She spoke on behalf of the Korean government’s post-adoption services and said that nobody is free from fault. The Korean government, the U.S. government, the adoption agencies, and the parents: all played a role. Bin wants all of the parties to work together to find a solution, though so far that hasn’t happened.

“We met with the U.S. embassy in Korea,” Bin said, “and asked if they could pass [our concerns] to the State Department and do an investigation.” But Bin and her
department never received a response. When I contacted the U.S. Embassy in Seoul to verify, I too never received a reply.

This past November, Senator Amy Klobuchar (D-Minnesota) introduced a standalone bill, the Adoptee Citizenship Act (ACA), which would grant retroactive citizenship to all international adoptees no matter what age. And if an adoptee had been deported, like D, for crimes, he or she could come back to the States to serve their sentence. “This constant threat to the life they know is unjust,” Klobuchar said in a statement to The Nation, “and I am working to move my bipartisan bill forward to ensure international adoptees are recognized as the Americans they truly are.”

If recent history is any guide, Klobuchar’s bill won’t go far. In 2013, an amendment, Citizen for Lawful Adoptees, was introduced by a former senator and moved through Senate as part of a larger immigration bill. Advocates were hopeful. But the conservatives’ stance on immigration reform swayed Congress and the bill, along with the adoptee amendment, was shot down.

***

Back in Seoul, at the underground restaurant, D was still prepping ingredients before the night kicked off. An older Korean man, a plumber, came in and walked up to D. He muttered in Korean that he needed to look at some leaky pipes.

“Huh?” D replied in English. Then he started to make guacamole. Even almost 15 years after he arrived in South Korea, D is still longing the States. For now, he and the other deportees are stuck in a location and a country that’s still foreign to them.

Recently, D and I chatted online about Klobuchar’s proposed legislation. He asked if I thought the bill would pass. I replied that I had no idea but I was hopeful. Then he messaged me again to tell me that no one cares. The bill wasn’t going to pass. He said he remembered several other failed attempts, like the 2013 amendment, a decade after he was sent back to Korea.

“That ship has sailed,” he typed back.